We present a family of high-order accurate thin layer approximations for time-domain electromagnetics. The thin layer approximations are valid for metal backed coatings of general isotropic materials and certain classes of anisotropic materials on smooth curvilinear backgrounds. Both dielectric and magnetic materials can be considered. The implementation of these models is non-trivial and we discuss this in the context of discontinuous Galerkin methods which are particularly well suited for these models. The range of validity, accuracy, and stability of the resulting schemes is demonstrated through one-and two-dimensional examples.
Introduction
Thin layer approximation, also known as approximate boundary conditions, are boundary conditions that model a thin layer which is not fully resolved. It was first used for ground wave propagation over the Earth during World War II although it has been know for more than 80 years. In 1940, S.M. Rytov [1] at the Institute of Physics at Russia, who sought an improvement of classical boundary condition of perfectly electric conductor (PEC), showed that the tangential components of the electric field can be expressed as the tangential components of the magnetic field using the power series in terms of the thickness of a thin layer. Since then, it has been widely used and further developments are now studied [6] . To understand the objective of thin layer approximation, recall that we know the exterior field of an object considering the interior field of it. However, we can seek to compute the exterior field using a thin layer approximation at the boundary values of exterior field only. In other words, the problem with two different medium can be converted into a problem with a single medium and a complex boundary conditions. The importance comes from the efforts of eliminating computational constraints due to the thin layer. Computing without the need for small grids inside the thin layer significantly reduces the size of the discrete model and consequently reduces the computations, especially when the layer is thin compared to the wavelength of the incident wave. In this paper, high-order thin layer approximations for metal-backed coating are derived and studied in the context of discontinuous Galerkin method.
What remains is structured as follows. In Sec. 2 we sketch the derivation of the general family of effective boundary conditions for thin coatings. This sets the stage for Sec. 3 where we briefly introduce the discontinuous Galerkin methods for time-domain electromagnetics and discuss how the effective boundary conditions fit very well within this formulation. In Sec. 4 we consider the performance of the effective boundary conditions for several one-dimensional test cases to illustrate the behavior and convergence order of the thin coating models. This is extended in Sec. 5 to general the two-dimensional cases with curvilinear metallic backings and we also consider range of validity for thick coatings and the extension to problems with non-smooth metal backing. In Sec. 6 we summarize the results and discuss the extension to cases with multi-layer coatings and other generalizations.
Formulation of effective time-domain boundary conditions
Let us consider a general but smooth perfectly conducting scatterer in Ω and assume that it is coated with a thin homogeneous material layer of uniform thickness η as illustrated in Fig. 1 . Let Ω η represent the thin layer. Assume that Γ v is the interface between the thin layer and the scatterer and that Γ is the interface between the thin layer and free space. We shall assume all boundaries are smooth but no other restrictions are imposed.
We introduce E η , H η as the electric and magnetic fields, respectively, and letε η ,μ η be the permittivity and permeability tensor in the thin layer Ω η . Furthermore, in Ω v (≡ Ω\Ω η ) we have E, H as the electric and magnetic fields and we letε,μ be the permittivity and permeability tensors. Outside the scatterer we typically assume vacuum, although this is not required. On the left we summarize the definitions of the domains and the boundaries and on the right we show the local coordinate system used along the smooth scatterer boundary.
Consider now the coupled system of Maxwell's equationŝ
with the boundary conditions
wheren represents the outward pointing normal vector. Under the assumption of a constant layer thickness,n is taken to be the same on Γ and Γ v . Assume now that the layer, Ω η , is thin compared to a characteristic wavelength of the sources. In this case the two systems of equations, Eqs. (1)-(2), have very different scales introduced by the geometry which would cause computational difficulties.
Let us therefore seek to construct an effective boundary conditions on Γ of the form
Here B k represents the effective conditions and connects the field components at the interface through a scheme which mimics the presence of the thin coating. The parameter k reflects a hierarchy of conditions of increasing order of accuracy. If we are successful in deriving such a model, we can apply these effective boundary conditions to the exterior system, Eq. (1), to model the impact of the thin coating through the effective boundary condition.
We express the point x inside Ω η as
We then assume the validity of the expansion
to obtain the expansion of T s Γ as
where
Substituting Eqs. (5) and (7) into Eq. (6), we obtain the following hierarchy of equations for k = 0, 1, 2, . . .
subject to the boundary conditionŝ
Solving Eqs. (8)-(9) up to k leads to an (k+1)'th order of effective boundary conditions(EBC) which can be used to supply boundary conditions to the exterior Maxwell's equations, Eq. (1).
The effective boundary condition of order 2 becomes
and the third order condition is
Here ϕ = Π || H =n × (H ×n) and
and H = 1 2 trC is the mean Gaussian curvature. The general approach can be continued although the expressions become increasingly complex. A fourth order effective boundary condition for planar boundaries is given as
3 Time-domain scheme using a discontinuous Galerkin method
The efficient boundary conditions discussed above have to be solved along with the free-space Maxwell's equations, given in Eq. (1) . Since the main interest is in problems with geometrically complex coated scatterer illuminated by timedependent sources, a body conforming time-domain formulation is most natural and classic finite-difference time-domain schemes [4] are of less interest. Furthermore, since the goal here is to demonstrate the high-order accuracy of the efficient boundary conditions, it is essential that a high-order accurate scheme be considered. Based on these observations, it is natural to consider a discontinuous Galerkin method [5] which has been developed during the last decade and has shown great promise as a flexible, accurate, and robust way to solve the time-domain Maxwell's equations [3] .
Let us briefly sketch the derivation of the discontinuous Galerkin scheme for the time-domain Maxwell's problem. We begin by assuming that the computa-
where we assume that D k are d-dimensional simplices. In each of these elements we assume that E and H can be approximation by Lagrange polynomials ( j ) as
where x j are the interpolation points on which the Lagrangian basis is based. The number of terms N in the expansion is given as
for the n'th order polynomial in d-dimensions. For details of how this local interpolation is recovered we refer to [5] .
To derive the scheme, we insert the approximate solution into Maxwell's equations and require that the local residual is orthogonal to all n'th order polynomials. Integration by parts twice this yields the scheme
where [E * , H * ] indicates the numerical flux of the corresponding vector quantity andn k reflects the outward pointing normal vector along ∂D k . It is the numerical flux which is responsible for the coupling of the elements, for the stability of the scheme, and the imposition of boundary conditions.
Enforcing the effective boundary conditions is done though the numerical flux for those elements sharing a face with Γ as
where H η ϕ is defined through ϕ =n × (H η ϕ ×n) and ϕ is obtained form the effective boundary conditions. Note also that Γ (n × (E h − E * ) i (x)) dx = 0, since we assume tangential continuity of E across the coating interface through E h = E * along Γ. To connect the elements away from the boundary we use a central flux as
where E − h refers to the interior solution and E + h is the exterior solution. Other flux choices are possible and an extensive discussion can be found in [5] .
One dimensional coatings
Let us first consider the one-dimensional case and assume that z is the direction of wave propagation. In this case the three-dimensional Maxwell's equations separate into two systems of tangential components with
In this simple case, the 2nd/3rd order effective boundary conditions are the same due to the planar boundary. They both reduce to
while the 4th/5th order effective boundary condition becomes where,ε η = trε η −ε η . For the 2nd and 3rd order scheme, any explicit or implicit scheme can be used for the time marching. An implicit scheme is needed for the 4th order scheme, since ϕ is not explicitly expressed as a function of the fields. However, only the element containing Γ need to be used for the implicit scheme, so the computational impact of this is minimal.
Internally coated cavity
We consider an one-dimensional electromagnetic cavity with perfectly conducting walls located at z (1) = −1 and z (2) = η as illustrated in Fig. 2 . The interior of the cavity is filled with two dielectric media with the material interface at z = 0.
We consider the following general model
reflecting a general anisotropic dielectric material but no magnetic effects. The boundary conditions are given as
for the perfectly electrically conducting walls, and
to ensure tangential continuity across the material interface. The solution of Maxwell's equations in this arrangement can be expressed as (k = 1, 2)
and we require ε
yy for simplicity. Here ω is the solution to the equation
In Fig. 2 and Table 1 we illustrate the 2nd/3rd and 4th/5th order convergence of effective boundary conditions as a function of η, measured in terms of freespace wave lengths. Both for the isotropic and the more complex anisotropic case do we recover approximate design order convergence rates. The initial condition of E x (left) and the reflected value of E x (right) from the brute-force computation with a thin layer of isotropic material (dashed line), from using a 2nd/3rd order effective boundary conditions (dotted line), and from using a 4th/5th order effective boundary condition (solid line). The thickness of the thin layer is η = 0.16 and the isotropic material is assume to haveε η = 1.5I.
Comparison with brute-force computations
We consider the situation shown in Fig. 3 in which a general pulse impinges on a thinly coated metallic wall while on the left is a simple absorbing layer. A pulse is sent toward the coated surface and we compare the brute-force results -referred to as the 'exact computation' -with the results obtained by using the thin coating effective boundary conditions. In Fig. 3 , the results obtained by using the 2nd/3rd order and the 4th/5th order effective boundary conditions are displayed. It is particularly noteworthy how much improvement there is in the accuracy of the phase error when increasing the order of the approximation. The left of Fig. 4 and Table 2 also confirms the expected convergence order of the effective boundary condition. The real benefit of the effective boundary condition is found in the potential for a dramatically reduced computational time as compared to the brute-force computation using an explicit time marching scheme such as a Runge Kutta 4th order. For the brute-force approach, the stable timestep is proportional to η. In contrast to this, the stable timestep for the effective boundary condition shows no dependence of η as shown in Fig. 4 . This yields a reduction in computational effort proportional to η −1 without compromising the accuracy.
Two-dimensional coatings
One of the unique features of the effective boundary conditions considered here is the ability to correctly account for curvature of the metallic backing. To explore this, let us consider the two-dimensional Maxwell's equations for TE Table 2 : L 2 -convergence rates for the effective boundary condition (EBC) of 2nd/3rd and 4th/5th order are shown for the test case shown in Fig. 3 . The material properties of the isotropic material and the anisotropic materials are given asε η = 1.5I and ε 
T andẑ reflects a unit vector along the z-axis. In this polarization, the effective 2nd order boundary condition becomes
where the general case reduces since ϕ z = H z . In the form of a system of equations,
and ∂ ∂xΓ refers to differentiation along the surface of the coating Γ. The 3rd order accurate effective boundary condition becomes In the form of a system of equations,
Here, C is the curvature tensor and H is the mean curvature of the metallic backing for the coating. For an isotropic material, ε η r is simply a constant such thatε η = ε η r I and for an anisotropic material it is a constant such that (ε η E)·n = ε η r (E ·n), whereε η indicates the permittivity tensor and I is the 2-identity matrix. This constraint naturally comes from the fact that the formulation is based on the separation of tangential and normal direction [2] .
As a measure of accuracy, we use the radar cross section and generally compare the brute-force computation of this with the result obtained using the effective boundary condition. The radar cross section (RCS) is defined as [4] 
whereJ =n × H andM = −n × E are the equivalent magnetic and electric currents on the surface C a which completely encloses the scatterer. k and ω is the wave number and the frequency, respectively, of the illuminating plane wave; r = R cos ϕ is the far-field observation point and r is the near-field source point in C a .
Scattering by smooth coated cylinders
Let us first consider the most straightforward case of scattering by a twodimensional cylinder with a smooth cross section. In this case, the derivation and assumptions of the effective boundary conditions are fulfilled and we should expect design order convergence.
Circular cylinder
We first consider a thinly-coated circular cylinder which is infinitely long along the z axis. Let R be the radius of the metallic cylinder and η be the constant thickness of the thin coating. Then, the curvature tensor is C = − 1 R+η τ and the mean curvature is H = − 1 2(R+η) , where τ is the tangential direction along the coating surface Γ.
In Fig. 5 we show the convergence of the RCS using the 2nd and 3rd order effective boundary condition. We note in particular the improved accuracy of the 3rd order condition for this case.
The actual convergence rates for the RCS are shown in Table 3 for both the 2nd and 3rd order effective boundary conditions for isotropic and anisotropic cases, showing close to design order accuracy when decreasing the thickness of the coating. Table 3 : Convergence rate for the L 2 -error of the RCS for the 2nd and 3rd order effective boundary conditions (EBC) for the circular cylinder. Material constants are the same as given in Fig. 5 . 
Elliptic cylinder
As a sligthly more complex case, we consider a coated elliptic cylinder. Let a and b be the major and minor axis of the ellipsoid of the contour of Γ v with the the thickness of thin layer being η. Note that the contour of the interface ∂Ω at the distance of η from Γ v in the normal direction is not an ellipsoid. The curvature tensor is given as
and the mean curvature is
where t = tan In Fig. 6 we show the convergence of the RCS when using the 2nd and 3rd order effective boundary condition. We note in particular the improved accuracy of the 3rd order condition for this case.
The actual convergence rates for the RCS is shown in Table 4 for both the 2nd and 3rd order effective boundary conditions for the isotropic and the anisotropic cases, confirming close to design order accuracy when the thickness of the coating is decreased.
Frequency dependence of the coating performance
While it is of primary interest to understand the performance of the thin coating approximation for very thin coatings, it is of practical importance to also understand when the approximation breaks down as the thickness of the layer increases. Table 4 : Convergence rate for the L 2 -error of the RCS for the 2nd and 3rd order effective boundary conditions (EBC) for the elliptic cylinder. Conditions are the same as in Fig. 6 .
We consider the same examples as in the above and fix the physical dimensions of the smooth scatterer while the frequency of the incident wave is changed. In Fig. 7 we show the accuracy of the approximation for both 2nd and 3rd order effective boundary conditions for the cylindrical and elliptic case. The generel trends are the same in both cases. For increasing frequency, the layer gets electrically thicker and the accuracy of the thin layer approximation deteriorates as one would expect. Extensive numerical tests show that when the coating gets close to one wavelength thick, the approximation slowly fails. However, in that limit, the layer is no longer electrically thin and poses much less of a computational bottleneck. Recall that the 3rd order conditions depend on the geometric parameters such as the curvature tensor (C) and the mean curvature (H), while the 2nd order condition neglects this information. As we have discussed previously, when the boundary is plane, the two conditions are equivalent. However, for the examples considered here, we see a dramatic difference when the frequency of the illuminating wave is decreased while in the high-frequency limit the two schemes behave in similar ways. In the latter case, the curvature over a wavelength is very small and the two schemes behave as if the boundary is approximately plane. In the other limit, however, the curvature of the boundary over a wavelength is much more pronounced and including it in the effective boundary condition improves the accuracy of the results significantly.
Extension to objects with a non-smooth boundary
The effective boundary conditions are derived under the assumption that the metallic backing is smooth, although, in contrast to most alternatives, the formulation does allow for high curvature. However, for many applications, corners and edges introduce points where the smoothness assumption breaks down and the rigor of the derivation of the models must be relaxed. It is of considerable interest to explore the performance of the effective boundary conditions in this case also to gauge the impact of this violation of the smoothness assumption.
In Fig. 8 , we show the difference in the RCS for an infinite cylinder with a square cross section and a thin coating of isotropic material of thickness. Since the cylinder has plane sides, the 2nd and 3rd order scheme are equivalent and the difference between the brute-force computation and the results using the effective boundary conditions can only be attributed to the difficulty of dealing with nonsmooth boundaries. Another violation results from the observation that when the boundary of the object contains singular points, the thickness of the thin layer has to vary at those points, i.e., the thickness can not be constant on all of Γ. This is further illustrated in Fig. 8 where the difference between the brute-force computation and the thin layer approximation clearly highlights the regions with the corners as the main regions of error.
One way to address this problem is to take advantage of the ability of the effective boundary conditions to handle smooth regions of high curvature and simply substitute the singular points by geometrically similar, but smooth surfaces. For example, for the vertices of the rectangle, one can smoothen them out into small rounded corner. In Figs. 9 and 10, we illustrate the result of this approach for the problem consider in Fig. 8 . As expected, the 3rd order condition is now clearly superior to the 2nd order condition due to the area of high curvature being introduced. However, the overall improvement in the agreement of the RCS is rather dramatic and key measures such as the backand forward scattering is now in agreement with the brute-force results.
It should be noted that the test in Fig. 8 is a severe challenge to the effective boundary conditions due to the small electric size of the square. For electrically larger problems where the separation between the non-smooth points is larger, the impact of these on the performance of the thin layer models is dramatically reduced.
Also, Fig. 11 shows that the RCS of the thin layer approximation of the smoothed rectangular cylinder converges to the RCS of the exact computation of the rectangular cylinder as the radius of small circles at the vertex decreases. In other words, the regularized problem converges to the original problem.
Remarks and extensions
We have continued the development of a new family of high-order order accurate thin layer models, first proposed in [2] for isotropic materials, for timedomain electromagnetics and discussed its implementation in a discontinuous Galerkin scheme. This allows us to validate the schemes for both one-and two-dimensional cases and to extend the formulation to certain anisotropic materials. The tests confirm design order accuracy and the significant advantages in terms of computational efficiency and overall accuracy of using a high-order effective boundary conditions. This is found to be particularly true for problem with high curvature and low frequency problems.
While the analysis only covers the case of smooth metallic coated objects, we pursued the extension to non-smooth scatterers by computational means and showed that it is reasonable, with minor modifications, to expect good accuracy also in this case.
In this work, we have discussed general but homogeneous layers. However, the extension of the isotropic case to multi-layered coatings is outlined in [2] and the generalization of the methods discussed here to anisotropic coatings can be achieved following the same approach as for the isotropic case.
In part two of this work, we shall discuss a more extensive generalization to include transission layers and high-order effective boundary conditions for such cases where both reflection and transmission has to be dealt with accurately. 
